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So long as he was in the first stage, he would naturally make a dis-
tinction between what is called Spirit and Nature, and assign to each
an independent reality. In the next stage, he would see that these
two co-existing eternal principles would be a limitation of each. other.,
and destroy the infinitude of both.; he would, therefore, if an idealist,
subordinate Nature to Spirit, matter to mind ; but he would, in that
case, feel the necessity of an explanation by which the antithesis
between the two could be reconciled; for, without it, a transition
from the one to the other would not be possible. He would know
that the dualism of the finite and infinite must be overcome and
substantial unity reached; and his explanation at this stage would
probably be like the one which has more or less influenced Christian
philosophers since the time of Descartes; and where polytheism
(though, not quite in the Greek sense of the term) prevailed side
by side with monotheism, each phenomenon in Nature would have
its own G-od to explain it by.
But when the divine in man was discovered to be identical with. the
divine in Nature, that fact itself would furnish an explanation by
which to overcome the apparent dualism of the finite and the infinite.
In other words, when the Veddntin felt that his own self gave him
an idea of Thought and Being, when he saw that there was, under'
lying all phenomena, also a Self—a Supreme Power—Thought and
Will—whose manifestations they are, when he took the further step
and recognised the identity of the subjective self in man and the ob-
jective self in nature, he thought that he had found a solution of the
grand problem of the Uni versed
And, indeed, what better explanations of this problem can be given
than those suggested by the Indian Veddntin ^ (A) Either view
the whole cosmos as one living organism in an Eternal Nows, and
1 As to evolution of Indian philo-   —251, where he says that the history of
sophic thought see the well considered   all the worlds is actually travelling in
remarks of Prof. Deussen in his ' Philo-   space, without ever absolutely dis-
sophy of the TJpanishads,' pp. 183—5,   appearing, that all past  events  are,
158, 168, 171 and 236, showing how the   present and indestructible in the bosom of
strict Adwaita doctrine reconciled itself   the infinite.
with the popular idea of the Universe     Cf. also Leadbeater's ( Clairvoyance/
and the traditional doctrine of tho Big           pp. 109—113.
Veda.                                           Haldane's 'Pathway/ 11, pp. 157
2 See Viveka Ohud^maiii, verses 230,           —158» ^a0 PP-12'46' 64-
232, 233, 394, 397.                             Peussen's Thil. Up.5 p. 137—the
.  ,  „ .        .        ^i.rt. i           eternal day of Brahman.
-o- A8 totlus, conceptT? see ,clxffo^d '      Shankar's Gloss on Ved. Sutr. I,
Hamsons Notes on the Margins,' pp. 249           ]^ g.B.E. Vol. 3i'

